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Introduction
CTR Services are a professional and proven
security and risk consultancy specialising in
corporate risk, specialist security, high level
investigations and business continuity. Our
unique approach allows us to support our clients
in understanding, managing and reducing
associated risk. We provide services that promote
risk free environments, this is achieved through
commitment, quality and experience backed by
professional staff and our dynamic approach.
Whether managing your organisation’s risk,
securing valuable assets or providing specialist
support, our level of commitment and breadth of
services are second to none. With unparalleled
coverage of the UK for specialist security services
and with dedicated offices overseas, we are a
preferred supplier to various industries and clients.
We address each client on an individual basis and
by doing so provide specific and relevant mitigation
solutions. Our infrastructure, people, geographical
coverage and breadth of services places us as a
leading security and risk consultancy.

Our People
Our people are what make CTR Services excel in it’s
field of operation, the unique and diverse internal
culture promotes a company that is best placed to
deliver results. In addition, the skills and knowledge
held by our people allow us to cater your every need
backed by security managers, legal practitioners,
analysts and subject matter experts.

Our Values
As a professional company, it is important to us
that our operational footprint works alongside
the beliefs and cultures of the countries we
operate in, the relevant legislation and our client’s
policies. Our client’s can be assured of complete
professionalism and a confidence in support
backed by integrity and accountability.

How can we assist?
CTR Services provide varying levels of service to
ensure that each client receive relevant and
specific support, the common factor is that all
services relate to promoting secure environments
and reducing risk.

Examples of support
Executive Close Protection to individuals in order
to provide a safe living and working environment,
this could be in response to an identified threat or
to increase the security whether from a personal
or business perspective.

Asset Protection is provided in order to safeguard
various assets specific to your business or your
industry, this is a main service provision for CTR
Services. In addition to providing suitable security
measures for your assets whether technical or
physical, we also have the capability to assess and
report our findings on the best course of action to
safeguard your valuable assets.
Investigations and Intelligence is a valuable asset
to have and can be used as both a proactive and
reactive solution, the company have been involved
in investigative solutions for many years and has
serviced many organisations in that time. CTR
Services are also providers of investigation and
intelligence based development training, this allows
us to ensure that all investigators and surveillance
officers are trained to the highest standards.
Risk Management is paramount in order to
successfully safeguard your organisation and
also when making critical decisions in relation
to corporate expansion. The use of ethical
security solutions and risk mitigation strategies
are provided as standard by our company, this
approach distinguishers us from many competitors.
Surveillance has been found as one of the best
ways of obtaining the correct information and
also implementing under cover operations. Our
surveillance teams operate nationally within
the UK and also internationally where required.
Surveillance teams are provided with up to
date specialist training and standard operating
procedures, they also possess extensive military or
police backgrounds.
Industry Specific services allow us to operate over
many different industries from oil and gas through
to healthcare, we have gained valuable experience
working with various industries. As an experienced
company, we are able to understand our client’s
requirements whichever industry they operate in
from healthcare through to the ever dynamic oil
and gas industry. Our experienced industry specific
staff are able to liaise, understand and manage
contracts relevant to your industry.

Our Approach
As a professional company, we always attempt to
build strong and effective relations with our clients
and hence we have built a reputation second to
none. Once we have received your initial enquiry
then we are able to identify if and to what
extent we can assist, we aim to implement any
further action or recommendation based on your
objectives and timescales.
We have unrivaled coverage of the UK for
specialist support and also have dedicated offices
and operational centres overseas.
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